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ABSTRACT
Through the impression of entropic forces upon built form the residual effects of time erode at the taut crisp lines of facade. Contemporary architectural tectonics produce an image embedded with a hygienic obsessiveness. 
This disdain for grit projects an over-idealized conception of nature, denying its authority. All form weathers and decays. Through using a contemporary palette with an inclination to accept weathering, the image of a build-
ing becomes an object painted upon by environment instead of succumbing to it.
The ambition is to leverage opaqueness and whiteness as a canvas for weathering. To understand and represent a dynamic process, a set of studies are produced which investigate the aesthetic potentials of staining. The re-
sulting textures are deployed to provide commentary on architectural images defined by grid and line, seeking contrast with dominant contemporary methods of construction and representation, often characterized by their 
emissivity, glossiness and leveraging of transparency.
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ENTROPY OR ENERGY-DRAIN
def: lack of order or predictability; gradual decline into disorder
Robert Smithson’s “Asphalt Drop” and Warhol’s “Atomic Bomb offer a brief introduction to how entropy, as a function of time, might be artistically represented through image. In “Asphalt Drop” the singular 
image contains a form which, even though static, communicates descent, its final shape given only after its momentum has dissipated and material solidified. “Atomic Bomb” instead arrays a set of images 
cataloging the dissolution of a mushroom cloud, framing it not in terms of destruction but entropy and in doing so aestheticizing the epitome of decay.
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ENTROPY IMPOSED
patina - a surface appearance of something grown beautiful with age or use, a superficial exterior layer or coating
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Form and material give beneath the weight of nature as particulate matter is deposited upon pristine and material assemblages are compromised. Here is a superficial layer which has grown beautiful with 
age, an imposition of environment and entropy upon the once new. Often a maligned byproduct, patina is a term which takes a subset of weathering’s byproducts and leverages them as aesthetic agents, 
positioning time upon surface.
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ENTROPY ACCEPTED
Within architectural discourse we occasionally find those whom have seen this alchemic pressure of place not as base, but as forces that might be engaged through design. In doing so determining zones 
where they might stage their own decay. 
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LINEAR STAIN
In Herzog and De Meuron’s Ricola Europe storage and production plant as well as with their studio for artist RemyZaugg they exhibit the “alchemic pleasure of following the path of one liquid dissolving 
into another or filtering through a sponge (Cairns & Jacob, 2014)”, bookending the inhabitable space with two concrete planes which document the temporal existence of constructed space through a linear 
stain. They surrender face to flow, but accept the linear flow of stain. Prompting the question - What other possibilities are accessible when the surface itself is designed and understood in terms of staining?
Diagram showing life expectancy of typical building materials + Humans
(Koolhaas & Obrist, 2011)
175 Concrete Buildings 
133 Stucco
125 Brick and Stone Buildings
100 Timber Frame Buildings
75-100 Steel Frame Buildings
75-100 Concrete Frame Buildings 
82 Concrete Precast Panels
46 Aluminum Windows
73 Cable
51 Cast Iron Sanitary Fittings
47 Toilets
79 Humans (U.S.)
45 PVC Windows
37 Plaster Board
25 Suspended Ceilings
25 HVACs
18 Vinyl Floor Covering
16 Carpet
13 Furniture + Fixtures
165 Concrete Block
? Bioplastics 
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RATES OF DECAY + OBSOLESCENSE
Rates of decay and obsolescence shed light on the nature of temporality in architectural objects. It is within this temporality where the exhibition of age must occur. Understanding that the majority of 
structures will not last beyond 175 years and that, for example, a concrete panel might not last beyond 80 years it is necessary to create strategies for staining which are effective within a shorter time frame. 
This means to upend the standardized methods of dealing with precipitation and instead generate flows over deliberate portions of a building and in those zones deploy materials and geometries tailored 
for the acceptance and acceleration of staining.
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All structures eventually gave way to rust, flora and cracks. Hence the standard model is one that is perpetually in decline from the moment we take our hands away. Whereas through utilizing the stain 
the moment work has been completed doesn’t signify completion of the image, it is but a point of departure, a layer upon which an inconceivable number of new layers will the painted on; albeit not by us.
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THE AESTHETICS OF DUST + STAINING
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Though perceived age value and the aesthetics of staining are highly subjective, it seems that when weathering and flora are divorced from assumed deterioration and staining generates a permanent set 
of shadows endowing additional contrast and depth to the overall image that a building may capitalize on its inevitable, but difficult to predict, conditioning. To create stains which are purely additive they 
must be easily read as intended graphic elements by embedding ourselves in their formation.
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In their project WOS8, NL Architects specifically address the relationship between form and flow, capturing rainwater and channeling it of the volume at designated points. Rain drips off it, people climb 
on it and shoot hoops by it. Three faces are devoted to staged events and one to grid.
FLOW STUDIES w/ INSERTED GEOMETRIES
Scale: N/A
RESULTING STAINS
Scale: N/A
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Alterations to the linear stain are first represented in a mapping of possibilities. The drawings render an intial assesment of potential graphic byproducts.
FLOW STUDIES
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STAINING STUDIES
To begin a method was generated for testing specific surface geometries and their effect upon flows of water and staining. 15x30 inch panels are mounted on to a wood jig with a silicon coated basin on top 
which an irrigation system floods pulling black chalk powder over the edge and onto the face of the panel. Each panel is cycled 11 times with roughly 4 gallons of water precipiated each time.
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FLOW STUDIES w/ INSERTED GEOMETRIES
Scale: N/A
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HYPOTHESIS & RESULT COMPARISON
Resulting stains, when diverging from anticipated result, provide oportunities to observe causality 
and revise the geometry.
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HYPOTHESIS & RESULT COMPARISON
Though occasionally the deployed surface geometry produces an image matching drawn intent.
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PRECEDENT - REPRESENTATION
Mies van der Rohe
Painterly
characterized by qualities of color, stroke, and texture
rather than of line
In considering how to project the architecture which might come out of this investigation the speculative works of Mies van der Rohe are useful. In his charcoal drawings Mies sought to explore the aesthet-
ics of transparency, using the contrasting context to position an aesthetic intent and claiming new architectural territory. Within his images there seems a tension between the linear tectonic strategies and 
his use of texture. It is within this lineage of representation that this investigation is situated exploring the tension between lines and the textures we set between them.
RESULTING TEXTURES
PANEL IMAGE TO MAPPED TEXTURE
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 The images produced through staining studies are made into seamless and/or tillable images to be mapped onto 3D models and rendered at a variety of scales to project their potential to generate facade.
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FINAL IMAGES - PROJECTIVE FACADES
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Through instrumentalizing a stain the moment work has been completed doesn’t signify the completion of an image, it is but a point of 
departure, a layer upon which an inconceivable number of new layers will the painted on; albeit not by us.
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